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RESOURCES OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY PANEL AGENDA
Date:

Wednesday, 15 July 2020

Time:

10.00 am

Venue:

Virtual Meeting
7 July 2020

PART 1
1.

Apologies for absence, if any

2.

Notification of Substitute Members, if any

3.

Minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 3 - 10)

4.

Urgent items of Business, if any (24 hours notice to be provided to the Chairman)

5.

Declaration of Interests:
i.
ii.

Disclosable Pecuniary Interests;
Other Interests.

6.

Questions to Portfolio Holders, if any

7.

COVID-19 Pandemic - Financial Recovery & Positive Legacy (Pages 11 - 20)

8.

4th Quarter Financial, Procurement & Performance Review (Pages 21 - 66)

9.

Financial Planning Process (Pages 67 - 74)

10.

Work Programme

11.

Exclusion of the Press and Public
The Chair to move:“That, pursuant to Section 100A(2) and (4) of the Local Government Act, 1972, the
public be excluded from the meeting in view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings whereby it is likely that confidential
information as defined in Section 100A (3) of the Act would be disclosed to the
public in breach of the obligation of confidence or exempt information as defined in
Section 10 I (1) of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act would be disclosed to the
public by virtue of the Paragraphs indicated.”

12.

Exempt Minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 75 - 76)
(Paragraph 3 - Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any
particular person (including the authority holding that information) )

MARK TRILLO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND MONITORING OFFICER
Membership of Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
Councillor A Hart (Chair)
Councillor T Riley (Vice-Chair)
Councillor C J S Atkins
Councillor J Davies
Councillor E Fallows
Councillor M Gledhill
Councillor N Hawkins
Councillor T Holmes
Councillor B A Hughes
Councillor A Hulme
Councillor K J Jackson
Councillor J T Jones
Councillor L D Lea
Councillor L A Malyon
Councillor I Plant
Councillor P Routledge
Councillor D Shaw
Councillor P Wilkinson
Councillor N Yates

Agenda Item 3
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

RESOURCES OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY PANEL
MEETING
Minutes
WEDNESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY 2020
PRESENT:

Councillor A Hart (Chair)
Councillors
C J S Atkins,
J Davies,
E Fallows,
M Gledhill,
N Hawkins, T Holmes, K Hoptroff, B A Hughes, K J Jackson,
J T Jones, L A Malyon, I Plant, T Riley, P Routledge, D Shaw and
P Wilkinson

ALSO PRESENT:

Councillors T Hall, S E Ralphs, F R Alcock, G Bentley, B C Johnson
and I Whitehouse.

IN ATTENDANCE:

P Trafford
CHazeldene
A Stokes
V Higgins
D Owen

APOLOGIES:
31

Member & Community Services Officer
Deputy Director and Head of Finance
Executive Director (Transformation) & Chief
Finance Officer
Information Business Partner
Corporate Health and Safety Adviser

Councillors N Yates and E Wain

NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS, IF ANY
Councillor K Hoptroff attended as substitute for Councillor N Yates.

32

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Cllr. Atkins referred to Minute 24 (Questions to Portfolio Holders – Leek Trestle
Market – Supplementary 2. When will a final decision be made?). Was the matter
still going to go to Cabinet or would there be consultation?
Cllr. Ralphs confirmed that the matter was to be dealt with via the same process as
any other.
Cllr. Malyon referred to Minute 24 (Questions to Portfolio Holders – VE Day
Funding). Was there any update?
Cllr. Ralphs confirmed that the matter was under discussion and would advise
members when any decision had been made.
Cllr. Gledhill referred to Minute 24 (Questions to Portfolio Holder – Winter flooding).
Had there been any further consultation with SCC?
Cllr. Ralphs advised that consultation was still ongoing.
DECIDED: - That the minutes of the meeting held on 27 November 2019 be
APPROVED as a correct record and signed by the Chair.
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33

URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS, IF ANY (24 HOURS NOTICE TO BE
PROVIDED TO THE CHAIRMAN)
There were no urgent items.

34

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS:
There were no declarations of interest made.

35

QUESTIONS TO PORTFOLIO HOLDERS, IF ANY
Question from Councillor Atkins:
Q1. What plans does the SMDC have to bring the two properties behind
Moorlands House back into use?
Response – Councillor Ralphs, Leader of the Council
“4 Stockwell Villas was the subject of a Cabinet Delegated Decision Ref. 2018/07 –
Adaptation of SMDC Property for Temporary Accommodation. Decision dated 21
September 2018. The property is going to be used as temporary accommodation for
homeless families. There had been some delays in obtaining appropriate fuel /
energy supplies but this has now been resolved this week, allowing other works to
be completed with a view to this unit being available before the end of the financial
year.
3 Stockwell Villas was the subject of a Cabinet Delegated decision Ref. 2019/08E
(EXEMPT) – Lease of 3 Stockwell Villas to Moorlands Radio. Decision dated 1
November 2019. The Lease commenced on 3 February 2020 and it was anticipated
that Moorlands Radio would be moving from their current location at the Fire Station
back to Stockwell Villas as soon as they could. They would be undertaking some
minor refurbishment works to the building which would be overseen by officers from
the Assets Service. The Lease was for 5 years and would include one car parking
space on the Moorlands House Car Park.”
Supplementary 1 – How long had the premises been empty and what loss of
Council Tax did this equate to?
This information was being calculated and would be reported back to the next
meeting of the Panel. One of the houses had been used to house homeless people
as and when required.
Supplementary 2 – Bearing in mind a later agenda item (Council Tax Discounts
Policy) had 3 Stockwell Villas been empty ever since Moorlands Radio vacated it?
Any enquiries received were dealt with promptly and fully but without success.
Moorlands Radio were previously considered good tenants and were therefore
welcomed back.
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36

3RD QUARTER FINANCIAL, PROCUREMENT & PERFORMANCE REVIEW
2019/20
The report informed members of the Council’s overall financial, procurement and
performance position for the period ending 31 December 2019 (“Third Quarter
2019/20”).
The position was summarised as follows:Subject
Finance

Headline
Headlines for the third quarter were:
Performance against Budget
 At the third quarter stage the General Fund projected outturn
for 2019/20 was an underspend of £143,480.
Efficiency Programme
 The 2019/20 general fund efficiency target of £842,000 had
been exceeded with £860,250 of savings achieved to date.
Capital Programme
 The revised Capital Programme budget for 2019/20 was £5.8
million including the carry forward of capital underspends from
2018/19. The projected outturn for the year was £3.3 million –
majority of the variance due to re-profiling asset management
projects and fleet purchases.
Treasury Management
 Cash investments held at 31st December 2019 totalled £13.8
million. The Ascent loan and debenture currently stood at £19
million;
 Council borrowing at 31st December 2019 totalled £10 million
(related to the Ascent loan);
 The Council’s net interest income receipts were projected to be
£64,310 above budget.
Revenue Collection
 83.92% of Council Tax was collected by 31st December 2019
compared to 84.33% for the same period last year;
 80.45% of Business Rates was collected by 31st December
2019 compared with 80.92% for the same period last year.
Variances in payment plans were contributing to the above yearon-year difference
 At the end of the third quarter debt that was over 60 days old
was £70,430 which compared with £133,450 at 31st December
2018.

Reference
Appendix
A

Procuremen
t

Headlines for the third quarter were:
 9 procurement activities were completed;
 The Procurement forward plan included 44 procurement
activities for completion in 2019/20 (either SMDC only or joint);
 At 31st December 2019, 63% of procurement activity
undertaken was on the forward plan and the Council paid 97%
of its invoices within 30 days during the year;
 The Council’s procurement rules had been updated to reflect
the updated EU procurement thresholds.

Appendix
B
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Performanc
e

The headlines for the third quarter were:
 73% of the key performance indicators were on target;
 The Council received 52 complaints and 46 compliments in the
Third Quarter. Repeat complaints and response times both on
track.

Appendix
C

Members raised queries as follows (responses in brackets):



Disabled Facilities Grants – a) was the £352,340 underspend to be rolled over
to next year? b) if so, would the rollover affect next year’s grants? c) could the
grant ‘ceiling’ be looked at, as the cost of many schemes was well over the
ceiling, necessitating top up from elsewhere? ( a) Yes the underspend would
be rolled over, b) no, the rollover would not affect next year’s grants, and c)
discussions would take place regarding the ‘ceiling’ with the Service Area. It
was noted that the ‘ceiling’ may be set elsewhere, beyond SMDC control.
Millbrook – the service provider – would be invited back to address the Panel
as previously).
£30,000 underspend on the Landlord Accreditation Scheme. The scheme did
not appear to be in place? (Discussions would be held with the Service Area
and a response supplied to a future meeting of the Panel).

DECIDED – That the Panel NOTE the Third Quarter financial, procurement and
performance position as detailed in Appendices A, B and C and
summarised in the report.
FURTHER DECIDED – That the Panel NOTE the update to the Council’s
procurement rules as a result of the revised EU procurement
thresholds.
37

BUDGET & MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 2020/21 - 2022/23
Andrew Stokes – Executive Director & Chief Finance Officer – presented the
proposed Budget for 2020/21, the updated Medium-Term Financial Plan 2020/21 –
2023/24, the Capital Strategy 2020/21, the proposed Fees and Charges for 2020/21
and the Procurement Forward Plan 2020/21.
The budget was shown to be balanced and the Medium-Term Financial Plan was
sustainable. There had been solid progress made on the efficiency programme. The
position was broadly similar to that 12 months before, though there had been a
reduction in the cap on any increase in Council Tax from 2.9% to 1.9%. Items with a
likely future effect included:




Review of Leisure Centre provision;
Business Rates Retention;
New Homes Bonus – 1 year with no legacy payments;
Climate Change emergency – budget requirements of the Sub-Committee.

A number of the members present felt that the proposed increase in Car Parking
charges was unacceptable at this time. Councillor Wilkinson PROPOSED and
Councillor Gledhill SECONDED that the Panel recommend to Cabinet that there
should be no increase in Car Parking charges.
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When the vote was taken, 13 members voted FOR the proposal and no members
voted AGAINST the proposal.
Other matters discussed included Climate Change and the need for Electric Vehicle
charging points to be planned into the upgrade of Car Parks. Andrew Stokes was
able to confirm that the relevant cabling had already been installed in refurbished
Car Parks. There was also a perceived need for dedicated staffing towards Climate
Change. The financing requirement for the programme of Leisure Centre
refurbishment was discussed and it was noted that Cabinet were actively seeking
out grant funding from, among others, Sport England.
DECIDED – That notwithstanding the vote referred to above, the Panel
RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL:








38

Approval of the General Fund Budget for 2020/21;
Approval of the revised Medium-Term Financial Plan (2020/21 to 2023/24)
including the revised Capital Programme;
Approval of the Capital Strategy 2020/21;
Approval of the proposed Fees and Charges for 2020/21 EXCEPT for the
increase in Car Parking charges;
Approval of the proposed Procurement Forward Plan for 2020/21, providing
the authority to procure based on the procurement activity detailed in
Appendix D to the report;
Approval of a Band D Council Tax of £153.40 for 2020/21 (an increase of
1.9% from 2019/20);
Approves a Band D Council Tax of £52.92 for Leek and £10.64 for Biddulph
for 2020/21 (an increase of 1.9% from 2019/20) in respect of Special District
Expenses;
To Note the Chief Finance Officer’s view that the level of reserves were
adequate for the Council based on the budget and the circumstances in place
at the time of preparing it.

BUSINESS RATE RELIEF POLICY & COUNCIL TAX DISCOUNTS POLICY
Claire Hazeldene – Head of Finance – presented the report as a review of the
Business Rate Reliefs policy and to formally present the Council Tax Reductions and
Levies Policy. Both policies were appended to the report.
BUSINESS RATES
Following on from a report in mid 2019 on rate reliefs awarded to businesses in the
Moorlands, this report ‘tidied up’ the policy by removing expired reliefs. The amounts
payable in each of the 3 main towns were tabulated, showing that 44% relief was
applied overall against the annual business rates gross charge, reducing bills by a
total just under £1m. The most applied relief was Small Business Rate Relief,
accounting for 70% of total relief awarded.
COUNCIL TAX
Reductions and levies were available to Council Tax payers, including mandatory
discounts and any locally determined reductions for Council Tax that the Council
applied. The 3 locally determined reductions were detailed in terms of total number
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of cases and the total amount awarded. There were no changes proposed to those
reductions.
The ‘Long Term Empty Property Premium’ which applied to properties empty for
over 2 years had been limited to a maximum of 50% up until April 2019. After that
date, the Rating (Property in Common Occupation) and Council Tax Act 2018
enabled Billing Authorities to charge an Empty Homes Premium of:


An extra 100% Council Tax for properties empty for at leastr two years from 1
April 2019;
An extra 200% Council Tax for properties empty for at least five years from 1
April 2020.

In line with the Council’s Empty Property Strategy, which aimed to bring empty
properties back into use to increase the availability of housing within the district and
to reduce the negative impact vacant properties could have on the community, the
proposal was to increase the levy chargeable from 1 April 2020 to:


100% Council Tax for properties empty for at least two years;
200% Council Tax for properties empty for at least five years.

DECIDED – That the Panel recommend for APPROVAL:

39

The updated Business Rates Reliefs Policy; and
The Council Tax Reductions and Levies Policy.

HEALTH AND SAFETY ANNUAL REPORT
David Owen – Corporate Health & Safety Adviser – presented what was the
eleventh such annual report covering both Councils making up the Alliance.
Collectively, the Alliance recognised its obligations under health & safety legislation
and had declared its commitment to improving the health, safety and welfare of its
employees as detailed in the Corporate Health & Safety Policy.
Areas of significant risk, arising due to the diverse work involved, were Manual
Handling, Vibration, Asbestos, Legionella, Fire Safety, Radon Gas, Pregnant worker
risk assessments, Stress and Wellbeing risk assessments, DSE Musculoskeletal
issues, Working at Heights, Transport risks and the Facilities Management Contract,
all of which were monitored closely to ensure the minimum exposure to risk.
A total of 693 training places were provided for the 400 total staff members.
Demonstrating the effectiveness of the increase in awareness across the board, the
number of accidents had reduced over the 11 years as follows:
Year
2008
2015
2019

No. of employees
652
516
400

Total accidents
52
33
15

Reportable
4
5

This was the first time the report had been presented to the Panel, having previously
been presented to the Joint Consultative Committee. The report would also be
tabled at the Corporate Health & Safety
Committee.
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DECIDED – That the report be NOTED.
40

NEW PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK
The annual report was presented to members by Vanessa Higgins – Information
Business Partner – to:1. Provide members with an opportunity to scrutinise the draft Performance
Framework and associated targets for 2020/23. And
2. Share the findings from the recent online consultation, which sought feedback
from a range of stakeholders on the council’s new corporate plan priorities for
2019/23.
The Performance Framework and Corporate Plan Consultation Feedback were
attached to the report as Appendices 1 and 2 respectively.
Members noted that a comment contained in Appendix 2 referring to one District
Councillor in particular were out of order.
DECIDED – That the Performance Framework 2020/23 be recommended for
APPROVAL by Cabinet.

41

WORK PROGRAMME
Cllr. Malyon requested that ‘Leisure Centres Update’ be added to the Work
Programme.
Cllr. Jackson requested that Car Parking be considered at the next meeting of the
Panel.
DECIDED – That the Work Programme for the remainder of 2019/20 be AGREED.

42

EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
DECIDED:That pursuant to Section 100A (2) and (4) of the Local Government Act, 1972, the
public be excluded from the meeting in view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or nature of the proceedings whereby it is likely that exempt information
as defined in Section 100A (3) of the Act would be disclosed to the public in breach
of the obligation of confidence or exempt information as defined in Section 100I (1)
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act would be disclosed to the public by virtue of the
paragraphs indicated.
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43

AES PHASE
STRUCTURE

3

FINANCIAL

ARRANGEMENTS

&

COMMISSIONING

A report was presented to the Panel by Claire Hazeldene giving the latest position
on the phase 3 financial arrangements, reprofiled AES efficiency programme and
proposed commissioning structure.
The meeting closed at 12.29 pm

_________________________________Chairman ____________________Date
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
15 July 2020

TITLE:

COVID-19 Pandemic - Financial Recovery &
Positive Legacy

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Councillor Sybil Ralphs - Council Leader
SMDC

CONTACT OFFICER:

Tanya Cooper - Head of OD and
Transformation
Claire Hazeldene - Executive Director
(Finance and Customer Services)

WARDS INVOLVED:

All

1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to identify the impact of COVID-19 on service
delivery and note the plans that are being put in place for recovery.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Panel:




Note the details of the Council’s recovery to the COVID-19 pandemic as
outlined in the report
Support the proposed recovery plans outlined in the report
Identify any areas of activity which require further consideration

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

Whilst some elements of the COVID-19 response continue to be ongoing, a
recovery response was initiated so services would be ready as lockdown
restrictions began to be eased. Work therefore commenced in the planning of
the Council’s recovery in late April.

3.2

The proposed response has been categorised into five work streams. These
work streams are:
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3.3

Reinstating services;
Economic recovery;
Community recovery;
Financial recovery; and
Taking advantage of the positive legacy.

The purpose of this report is to consider the recovery process as it has been
developing so far for the following work streams relative to this committee’s
area of activity:



Financial Recovery,
Positive Legacy.

3.4

The report sets out the recovery work that has been undertaken to date and
the planned work going forward. The Committee is encouraged to highlight
any areas that require further consideration.

4.

How this report links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependant upon effective
delivery of services in line with the targets established in the Council’s
performance framework.

4.2

Concerning the impact of COVID-19 on performance indicators, in a small
number of cases, the effect has been positive, e.g. carbon emissions, social
media activity. The overall position, however, can be summarised as follows:




Negative impact – 61%
No Impact – 28%
Positive impact – 11%

4.3

There will also be disruption to the individual actions committed in each of the
service plans to deliver the priority actions set out in the Corporate Plan.

4.4

It has been agreed to bring forward the annual review of the Council’s Medium
Term Financial Plan to begin in July. The impact on service plan performance
and priority actions will need to be understood in more detail alongside this to
ensure that this review is effective.

5.

Options and Analysis

5.1

There are no options to consider at this stage.

6.

Implications

6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
The Council has been and will continue to support agencies in ensuring
compliance with social distancing regulations.
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6.2

Workforce
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted significantly on the working
arrangements for the Council’s employees.
The response to the pandemic has seen the following changes in working
practices:




Where possible staff are working from home;
Frontline staff are working safely with the appropriate PPE;
Staff have been redeployed from time to time in order to support the
additional demand created by several new service functions, e.g. small
business and discretionary grant processing; providing support for
vulnerable people etc.

The Council has maintained and continues to maintain a good dialogue with
staff representatives and trade unions and they have and continue to be
supportive of the Councils approach.
The Council must now establish a recovery plan that ensures the safety of
staff as we look to reinstate services.
6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality and
Diversity policies.
It is particularly important during the current crisis to ensure the safeguarding
of our most vulnerable residents. It is also noted that the scope of
vulnerabilities has widened from the usual cohort of individuals to include
financial health/clinical and the impact of isolation, especially for those with
care and support needs. The Council cannot deliver such a comprehensive
and flexible support package on its own.
A risk based approach has therefore been developed to balance the need to
bolster the community and neighbourhood efforts and managing any risks to
the individuals most at risk of their vulnerabilities being exploited. This
approach is aligned to and supported by the County Council and the NHS
response.
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) will need to be developed it identify
specific implication for protected groups moving forward.

6.4

Financial Considerations
The crisis is having a significant financial impact on the Council’s General
Fund. The financial impact is arising from additional expenditure in dealing
with the crisis both externally and organisationally, lost income and savings
targets that will not be met within the same timeframe due to resources being
diverted elsewhere.
Costs and reductions in income are being monitored and updated on an
ongoing basis in line with a full financial risk assessment. Details of the
potential impact have been presented in a separate report.
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The financial impact on the Council's General Fund in 2020/21 is currently
predicted to be up to £2.3m – this will be continually reviewed via the
quarterly reporting process. This impact will be partially offset by emergency
government funding of approximately £1,021,594. Government have also
announced a further funding package on 2nd July. With this government
support, it is anticipated that the financial effect on the current financial year
will be able to be managed with the use of the Authority's contingency
reserves.
The longer term impact will be reviewed via an early update of the Medium
Term Financial Plan.
6.5

Legal
There have been and continue to be a significant number of regulatory
changes during the response and recovery from the pandemic. These are
highlighted throughout the report.

6.6

Climate Change
The COVID-19 response has resulted in some positive benefits in respect of
carbon reduction, including:




Reduced employee travel during lockdown;
Reduced energy consumption in public buildings due to building
closures and reduced use; and
Improved air quality due to general reductions in travel.

It is important that these areas are reviewed to identify potential new ways of
working as part of the recovery process that will have a positive legacy on the
climate change challenge.
Although there is a positive environmental impact on the borough due to
reduced emissions, there has been an increase in environmental crime which
the Council is continuing to monitor and enforce if necessary.
6.7

Consultation
The implementation of the Council’s recovery plans will need to include
extensive engagement with residents and communities.

6.8

Risk Assessment
The pandemic has resulted in an number of risks that need to be assessed
and managed these include:








Inability to deliver critical services due to loss of staff,
Inability to maintain the financial stability of the Council,
Failure to deliver health and safety responsibilities,
Safeguarding issues arise through the enhanced level of community
support,
Staff are at increased risk of the disease in certain services,
Increased risk of fraud and cyber security,
Lack of PPE for key workers,
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Increase in community safety issues which are difficult to respond to
due to capacity,
The economy is deflated post-recovery leading to ongoing economic
problems in town centres and the broader economy,
Increased demand on certain services e.g. Benefits and economic
support.

Risk assessments have been completed for all services and mitigation
measures have been built into the Council’s recovery plans.

Neil Rodgers
Executive Director (Place)
Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details
Tanya Cooper,
Head of Organisational Development and
Transformation,
Claire Hazeldene
Executive Director (Finance and Customer
Services)
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7

Introduction & Background

7.1

At its meeting held on 16th June the Cabinet considered a report which
detailed the Council’s response to COVID-19 and provided an initial outline of
the plans that are being put in place for recovery.

7.2

Whilst some elements of the COVID-19 response continue to be ongoing, a
recovery response was also needed as lockdown restrictions began to be
eased. Work therefore commenced in the planning of the Council’s recovery in
late April.

7.3

The proposed response has been categorised into five work streams. These
work streams are:






Reinstating services;
Economic recovery;
Community recovery;
Financial recovery; and
Taking advantage of the positive legacy.

7.4

The recovery process will need to be a significant focus for the Council in both
the short and longer term. A large amount of decision-making will
consequently flow from this. The Cabinet will regularly need to consider both
changes in and the implementation of policy to address the impact on
residents and communities. Similarly the work programmes for the Council’s
Overview and Scrutiny Panels needs to reflect the recovery and involve the
engagement of all councillors in this significant programme of work.

7.5

As a starting point it is was agreed that each of the Overview and Scrutiny
Panels receive a report on each of the work streams that are relative to their
area of business at the first cycle of meetings that follow the reintroduction of
meetings.

7.6

The purpose of this report is to consider the recovery process for the following
work streams relative to this committee’s area of activity:



Financial Recovery
Positive Legacy

8

Financial Recovery

8.1

The development of the recovery response in this stream has been
underpinned by the assessment of the overall financial impact of COVID-19.
The key priorities that have been identified as:



Developing revised financial plans take account of the financial impact and
plan for the ongoing implications;
Accounting for the significant treasury impact e.g. on reserves and ongoing
cash flow;
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8.2

Identifying and planning for the additional costs of new service demands;
and
Providing for the additional costs arising from recovery.

The recent Delegated Cabinet Report (released 4th June 2020) identified the
forecast immediate financial consequences of COVID-19 on the 2020/21
financial position. A risk matrix was completed identifying potential financial
risks – which were then rated dependent on current status:Rating

Description

IMPACT EMERGING

Costs already being incurred

IMPACT LIKELY

Costs likely to occur – as yet unidentified

POTENTIAL RISK

Remains a risk – not emerged to date

8.3

Each risk was then reviewed and an attempt made at forecasting the financial
impact (where possible) - an ‘impact range’ of LOW – MEDIUM – HIGH has
been applied taking into account length of lockdown and recovery period

8.4

A summary of the current estimated financial impact of COVID 19 on the
2020/21 budget position is shown below:General Fund

8.5

Impact Range based on Timescales
Low

Medium

High

£

£

£

Impact Emerging

416,055

634,253

1,001,190

Impact Likely

340,458

552,492

808,112

Potential Risk

121,168

247,106

503,754

TOTAL

877,681

1,433,851

2,313,056

In terms of funding the financial impact of COVID-19, the Council has received
two allocations of funding from Government - £1,021,594 in total. In addition,
the reserves position allows for some drawdown during 2020/21 before
reaching the ‘minimum contingency level’ as set out in the MTFP. Based on
the ‘high’ impact forecast, this would result in the following anticipated
funding:SMDC
(£)
2,313,056
(1,021,594)
(1,291,462)
-

‘High’ Impact
Government Funding
Reserves drawdown*
Remaining shortfall

*incorporates the 2019/20 outturn position impact on reserves (see separate report on this
agenda)
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8.6

On 2nd July 2020, the Secretary of State for the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) announced a further package
of financial support for local government, providing three central pillars of
support:
COVID-19 related expenditure - A further £500 million non ring-fenced
allocation - taking the total support provided by Government to £4.3 billion
Irrecoverable income loss - recognises that Councils have lost income from
sales, fees and charges since the start of the pandemic and looks to
reimburse 75p in every £1 of irrecoverable losses (losses over and above 5%
of planned income).
Losses in tax revenue - Tax deficits can be repaid over three years rather
than the usual one year

8.7

There is more information on the funding package within the Financial
Planning Process report (a separate report on this agenda). The latest funding
package will hopefully assist the Council’s financial position further, reducing
the requirement on reserves to fund the shortfall

8.8

Whilst the Council appears to be in a position to offset the majority of the
impact of COVID-19 on the 2020/21 budget via Government funding and use
of reserves, there is concern about the longer-term financial impact this will
have on the delivery of corporate plan objectives. Therefore to attempt to
understand and forecast this and to allow more time to effectively plan the
longer term response , a review of the MTFP as approved in February 2020
will commence in July.

8.9

The Financial Planning report focuses on the process for progressing the
MTFP update.

8.10

On completion of the MTFP update, it is likely that an updated Treasury
Management Strategy will be presented to Audit Committee in September.

9

Taking Advantage of the Positive Legacy

9.1

The purpose of this stream of work is to ensure that where there has been a
positive impact on the Council's service delivery this is reflected in the
proposals for recovery. For example the pandemic has prompted a wave of
critical reflection with issues of sustainability and longer term consumer
behaviour being considered in greater depth. This may result in a step forward
in the following areas:




Green Infrastructure delivery,
Digital infrastructure,
Transport e.g. Increase in walking and cycling to work.
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9.2

These will need to be key considerations for the Council’s Climate Change
Sub Committee.

9.3

Other key opportunities that have been identified for this work stream are:







9.4

Realising future benefits from the remote / home working arrangements
that have worked effectively,
Realising the benefits from the additional ‘channel shift’ – access to
services,
Reassessing priorities in light of the new demands for services,
Using new business contact understanding to realise local procurement
ambitions,
Opportunity
to
remove
unnecessary
bureaucratic
governance
arrangements,
Continue the enhanced communication dialogue with partners.

The following areas are already under investigation:

Action
Review internal processes that have already
had to change as a result of home working /
office closures.

Review of other internal service processes to
remove manual, paper based processes that
have created hurdles during lockdown.

Possible output
Identify processes that have been forced to
change and already improved as a result of
COVID.
We want to retain these improved working
practices, so they are not disregarded in the
future, and an old way of working reintroduced.
Opportunity to positively steer our Digital
Transformation direction further.
Goal to digitise where possible & needed to
improve overall efficiency - Reduced manual/
paper processes will also improve service area
efficiency.

Reduce our staff carbon footprint (travelling /
printing) by improved & increased use of
technology & a delivery of a digital workplace

Introduce electronic only copies of planning
applications to Parish and Town Councils.
Opportunity to embrace this digital direction
with implementation of Microsoft 365 suite,
enabling access for Teams, Sharepoint,
Stream etc.
Video conferencing for staff meetings will result
in reduction in travel to attend meetings and
participation in online training courses.

Increase the number of services that

Reduce Post Distribution - we can be more
green and generate less paper. And reduction
in collection and distribution of post frequencies
= reduction in contract costs.
Drive & promote online payments/alternative
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Action
customers can make payments online for.

Possible output
payment channels.
Potential to reduce no. of chip and pin
machines on receptions = Consider impact on
reception opening hours, agree to removal of
existing (and costly) cash/cheque channels.

Improve/enhance council functions/ services
that currently available online to public.

This will enable us to promote online
payments/DDs as customers will choose to
transact with us in different ways.
Review of transactions/services that are not
currently available online (Waste / Repairs /
Pest Control / Licensing / NDR) and make
improvements to those that are already (CT /
Benefits).
Analyse queries that are/were historically
handled face-to-face (if not since lockdown,
why?).

Develop OD strategy & ICT / Digital
Transformation strategy enabling Agile
working as a focus.

Drive 'do it online' - Delivery of more end-toend transactions for customers to self-serve,
this will include/improve automation of back
office processes.
Increase in Agile working and access to flexible
working arrangements, skills & structure to
support new ways of working – Increased
productivity from homeworking.
New / amended policy required - will ensure
aligned with corporate plans.

Virtualisation of Committee Meetings

Understand our new way of working, assessing
the IT requirements to support agile working
Hold & stream public meetings via Teams
Issue of Committee Reports and introduction of
information digests to members
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
15 July 2020

TITLE:

4th Quarter Financial, Procurement &
Performance Review

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Councillor Sybil Ralphs - Council Leader
SMDC

CONTACT OFFICER:

Keith Pointon - Acting Head of Finance
Vanessa Higgins – Information Business
Partner

WARDS INVOLVED:





Non-Specific

Appendices Attached
Appendix A (2019/20 – Fourth Quarter Provisional Outturn (Financial Report)
Appendix B (2019/20 – Fourth Quarter (Procurement Report)
Appendix C (2019/20 – Fourth Quarter (Performance Report)

1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to inform members of the Council’s overall
performance and financial position for the period ended 31st March (“Fourth
Quarter 2019/20”)

2.

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Committee:





Note the Fourth Quarter 2019/20 financial, procurement and performance
position detailed in Appendices A, B and C and summarised at 3.3 of this
covering report.
Recommend for approval the allocation of the surplus on the General Fund
Revenue Account to reserves as explained in Appendix A (paragraph 2.10)
Recommend for approval the proposal to carry forward unspent revenue
budget as described in Appendix A (Paragraph 2.12)
Recommend for approval the proposals to carry forward unspent capital
budget as set out in Appendix A (paragraph 5.6)
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3.

Executive Summary

3.1

This report essentially summarises the Council’s financial, procurement and
performance position after considering service activity up to the end of the
Third Quarter (i.e. 31st March 2020).

3.2

Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix A (Finance), Appendix B
(Procurement) and Appendix C (Performance).

3.3

The position can be summarised as follows:

Subject
Finance

Headline
The Finance headlines for the Fourth Quarter are:
Performance against Budget


At the Fourth Quarter stage the General Fund provisional outturn for
2019/20 is an underspend of £1,322,792.

Efficiency Programme


The 2019/20 general fund efficiency target of £842,000 has been
exceeded with £1,025,000 of savings achieved.

Capital Programme


The revised Capital Programme budget for 2019/20 is 3.3 million.
The outturn for the year is £2.7million; a variance of £0.607 million –
mostly in respect of underspend on Disabled Facilities Grant works

Treasury Management




Cash investments held at 31 March 2020 totalled £9.7 million. The
Ascent loan and debenture currently stands at £14 million.
Council borrowing at 31 March 2020 totalled £10 million (relates to
the Ascent loan)
The Council’s net interest income receipts were £73,110 surplus
above budget.

Revenue Collection




98.55% of Council Tax was collected by 31 March 2020 compared to
98.66% for the same period last year.
99.30% of Business Rates was collected by 31 March 2020
compared with 99.13% for the same period last year.
At the end of the Fourth Quarter debt that was over 60 days old was
£70,729 which compares with £70,434 at 31 March 2019
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Reference
Appendix A

Procurement

The Procurement headlines for the Fourth Quarter are:




Appendix B

11 procurement activities were completed
The Procurement forward plan includes 56 procurement activities for
completion in 2020/21 (either SMDC only or joint)
At the 31 March 2020, 67% of procurement activity undertaken was
on the forward plan and the Council paid 97% of its invoices within
30 days during the year



Performance

The Performance headlines for the Fourth Quarter are:
 67% of the key performance indicators met target (43% of which
were better than the previous year)
 The Council received 63 complaints and 65 compliments in the
Fourth Quarter.
 12 projects on track, 1 completed, 1 Red rated and 6 Grey.

Appendix C

4.

How this report links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the
effective management of performance and financial resources, which is the
subject of this report

5.

Alternative Options

5.1

Detailed Analysis is contained within the main body of the Report

6.

Implications
6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None

6.2

Workforce
None

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's
Equality and Diversity policies

6.4

Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout
the report.

6.5

Legal
None

6.6

Climate Change
Creation of an earmarked reserve from underspend to help deliver
projects
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6.7

Consultation
None

6.8

Risk Assessment
There are a number of risks to the financial position presented,
which are identified and explained in the financial report attached
at Appendix A
CLAIRE HAZELDENE
Acting Executive Director (Finance and Customer Services)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

Report appendices A-C

Keith Pointon
Acting Head of Finance
keith.pointon@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
Vanessa Higgins
Information Business Partner
Vanessa.higgins@highpeak.gov.uk
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APPENDIX A

2019/20
Fourth Quarter
(Provisional Outturn)
Financial
Review

1
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1.

Background and Introduction

1.1.

In accordance with the Council’s Financial Procedure Rules and
recommended good practice, a quarterly financial report is presented to
members. This is the fourth and final report for 2019/20.

1.2.

The report summarises overall financial performance for 2019/20 with
particular emphasis on the key sources of financial risk to the Council.
Specific considerations are as follows:


General Fund Revenue Account (Section 2) – considers
budgetary performance on the General Account by looking at
variations in income and expenditure and the funding received by the
Council.



Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme (Section 3) –
considers progress in achieving the efficiency and rationalisation
savings forecast for 2019/20.



Alliance Environmental Services (Section 4) – highlights the
performance of the Council’s Joint Venture Company providing
Waste and Fleet services.



Capital Programme (Section 5) – provides an update to Members
on progress against the Council’s capital plan



Treasury Management (Section 6) – sets out the key statistics in
terms of investments and borrowings;



Revenue Collection (Section 7) – considers progress-to-date in
collecting the Council Tax, Business Rates and Sundry Debts.

2
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2. General Fund Revenue Account
2.1.

This section of the report considers the financial performance of the
General Fund Revenue Account against budget by setting out variations
in income and expenditure and funding received by the Council.

Service (with staff*)

Alliance Leadership Team
Audit
ICT
Human Resources
Member Services
Property Services
Benefits
Planning Applications
Building Control
Customer Services
Legal Services
Electoral Services
Licensing and Land Charges
Regeneration
Communities and Cultural
Housing Strategy
Transformation
Community Safety and Enforcement
Finance Income & Procurement
Corporate Finance*
Waste Collection
Street Scene
Leisure Services
Horticulture
Environmental Health
Net Total of Services
Net Interest
Funding
- external
- reserves contribution to/(from)
general contingency
earmarked
Projected (Surplus)/Deficit

Provisional
Outturn
2019/20

2019/20
Budget

Variance

Contribution
to / (Use of)
Earmarked
Reserves

£

Net Variance

£
415,230
96,020
662,530
55,360
308,800
665,900
93,330
95,230
18,640
550,560
229,020
97,790
(211,560)
282,480
459,310
43,110
192,930
170,710
322,400
1,718,230
2,427,280
288,480
181,210
499,020
422,710

£
431,746
96,042
574,956
47,685
282,094
672,758
69,475
(8,685)
6,759
523,931
222,845
107,657
(204,424)
246,331
458,408
(1,217)
190,840
137,856
391,761
1,234,320
2,570,724
305,518
34,274
466,905
416,073

£
16,516
22
(87,574)
(7,675)
(26,706)
6,858
(23,855)
(103,915)
(11,881)
(26,629)
(6,175)
9,867
7,136
(36,149)
(902)
(44,327)
(2,090)
(32,854)
69,361
(483,910)
143,444
17,038
(146,936)
(32,115)
(6,637)

10,084,720

9,274,632

(810,088)

(407,450)
9,677,270

(480,560)
8,794,072

(73,110)
(883,198)

(9,672,710)

(10,244,123)

(571,413)

3,140
(7,700)

3,140
124,119

131,819

(124,119)

7,700

-

(1,322,792)

(1,322,792)

-

(1,322,792)

(13,688)
65,000
(53,175)
6,827
34,968
(12,000)
151,020
(54,832)
-

£
16,516
22
(87,574)
(7,675)
(26,706)
6,858
(37,543)
(38,915)
(11,881)
(26,629)
(6,175)
(43,309)
7,136
(36,149)
(902)
(37,500)
(2,090)
(32,854)
69,361
(448,942)
143,444
5,038
4,084
(86,947)
(6,637)
(685,969)

124,119

(73,110)
(759,079)
(571,413)

* In previous quarters Staff costs were budgeted and recorded in Finance & Procurement. They were considered a corporate
resource to be the main source of savings realised by the Authority’s Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme, However to
show the true use of resources by individual services it is necessary to include the actual staff costs incurred. Therefore the
Quarter Four provisional outturn position includes the actual staff costs (and matching budgets) at the service level.

2.2.

A revenue budget of £9,677,270 was set for 2019/20.
shows how this budget has been allocated to services.

3
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The table above

2.3.

The provisional outturn on the General Fund Revenue Account for the year is
£8,354,478. This represents a projected surplus for the year of £1,322,792.

2.4.

There are three areas of significant underspend (>£50,000):


ICT (£87,574 underspend);
Internet and system network costs during the year were £27,000 under
spent against budget, whilst support contract and IT consultancy costs
contributed a further £34,000 to the under spend. An over-accrual of
£24,000 on the Microsoft License cost in 2018/19 resulted in an under
spend against the 2019/20 budget.



Corporate Finance (£448,942 underspend);
o Corporate Finance records the Authority’s performance against its
efficiency savings target and the consolidation of savings against
corporate budgets such as for employee costs. Section 3 below
reflects a £183,000 surplus against the in-year efficiency target.
o



2.5.

2.6.

An underspend of £217,000 (net of agency costs) was recorded
against the employee budget due to vacancy savings.

Horticulture (£86,948); Grounds maintenance budgets were underspent
within Parks and Open Spaces (£30,000) and Cemeteries (£29,000).
The Covid-19 outbreak delayed playground project work resulting in an
underspend of £16,330. The remaining service underspend arose across
a range of locations, projects and activities. The service is seeking a
£13,750 carry forward of unspent budget in respect of the playground
works.

There are two areas of significant overspend (>£50,000):


Finance, Income and Procurement (£69,361 overspend); Summons
income was down by £59,000 for the year. This is an on-going issue that
has been was partially addressed in the Medium Term Financial Plan
where income expectation has been reduced by £25,000 for 2020/21.
Further overspend within the Income service (£24,000) was mainly
associated with external processing support. Savings of £15,000 in the
Finance area; mainly connected with insurance costs; helped offset part
of this overspend.



Waste Collection (£143,444 overspend); The service is being taken
into an overspend position as a result of short term vehicle hire costs
within AES and a £25,000 shortfall against recycling credit income. Costs
arising out of the Covid-19 outbreak added a further £19,000 to the
overspend. Savings in other areas together with additional Trade Waste
income partially offset theses costs. Further details on Alliance
Environmental Services are set out in Section 4 below.

The £73,110 underspend on net interest costs is detailed in section 6.

4
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2.7.

The level of funding anticipated for the year is £439,594 above that budgeted
due to the following:
External Funding: (£571,413)
Business Rates Retention (£571,413):
 Additional retention of £760,832: The budget included a conservative
estimate of the windfall anticipated from the Council’s membership of the
2019/20 75% business rates retention pilot. This has been significantly
exceeded and no payments are due to the pool.
 Offset by Reduced retention of £189,419: Section 31 grants due to the
authority are lower than at budget setting, this relates particularly to Retail
discount which was estimated on the basis of government criteria for the
relief at budget setting, but awards are lower in practice due to State Aid
implications. The shortfall on the general fund from the reduced grant will
be offset over time by a larger surplus on the collection fund from the
reduced relief awarded, which will be distributed in future years.
Use of Reserves (£131,819)





The original budget for 2019/20 assumed a contribution of £3,140 into
general fund contingency and a £7,700 use of earmarked reserves
The outturn reported in table 2.1 assumes that the £3,140 contribution to
contingency reserves included in the 2019/20 budget was made. In
practice however owing to the general fund surplus generated in the year
the actual contribution to reserves was £1,325,932
The £124,119 variance in reserve usage reported in table 2.1 reflects
that instead of using the £7,700 in earmarked reserves the District was
actually able to contribute £131,819 in to them.

Earmarked


Benefits £13,688 use: monies previously earmarked to address service
budget pressures arising out of changes to the Benefits process are
being used.



Planning Service £65,000 contribution: A £50,000 grant received from
Government, to support the Council in protecting the Green Belt, is being
set aside and earmarked to fund future demands on the service. A further
£15,000 in New Burdens funding was received in respect of servicing the
demand for custom housebuilding. This too is being carried forward to
reserve for use in future years.



Electoral Services £53,175 use: this is the net use of the Election
Equalisation Reserve to fund the costs of the 2019 District Council
election.



Housing Strategy £6,827 contribution: Third party funds received in-year
are being set aside to support homelessness initiatives that will run into
future years.
5
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Corporate Finance £34,968 contribution; During 2019/20 all similar sized
councils received a Government grant of £34,968 towards Local
Authority costs associated with exiting the European Union. These
monies have been set to one side to meet such future liabilities should
they arise.



Street Scene £12,000 use: This is the application of the Street Scene
reserve to fund in-year activities.



Leisure Services £151,020 contribution: This is the combination of
£20,000 received in the form of a refund from the Sports Across
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent partnership (SASSOT), which has been
set aside to fund future projects; and £131,020 of conditions survey
monies unused under the former Leisure contract, which has been
placed into the Future Leisure Provision (£40,000) Capital Reserve
(£51,000) and Markets Logistics Support (£40,000)



Horticulture £54,831 use: Works on Recreation Grounds and Open
Spaces are part funded each year by drawing down on Section 106
monies previously received from Developers as part of their planning
obligations.

General Fund Revenue Reserves
2.8.

The provisional outturn for the year on the General Fund Revenue Account
was a £1,322,792 surplus.

2.9.

The surplus generated is calculated inclusive of the £3,140 contribution into
general reserves budgeted for in 2019/20.
Therefore, the Authority’s
contingency reserves have increased overall by £1,325,932.

2.10. The Authority’s calculated minimum for its contingency reserve is £1,052,000.
A review of the Authority’s reserves has been performed to identify areas
where earmarking for future projects was considered prudent while
maintaining a satisfactory level for contingency. As a result the following
moves into earmarked reserves are proposed;
-

£284,000 added to an earmarked reserve set aside to fund capital
expenditure and reduce the overall cost of borrowing. This made up by
allocation of part of the in-year underspend (£158,000); a transfer of
excess funds from the Pensions Reserve (£75,000); and a contribution
from the service (£51,000) as detailed in 2.7 above. It is anticipated
that this will be used to fund short life asset purchases

-

£500,000 used to create a new reserve to fund future costs of the
Covid-19 recovery programme

-

£240,000 added to an earmarked reserve to cover impairment costs
associated with the review of the Ascent Housing LLP in partnership
with Your Housing.

6
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-

£25,000 used to create a new reserve to support with the delivery of
Climate change related projects.

-

£403,000 balance of the underspend has been added to Contingency

-

£40,000 used to create a Markets Logistics reserve to support with the
additional costs incurred during 2020/21 as part of the interim
arrangements (see 2.7)

-

An additional allocation of £40,000 into the Future Leisure provision
reserve for support with the options appraisal (see 2.7)

2.11. The effect of these changes results in a balance on general fund reserves as
at 31st March 2020 of £2.4million – which is £1.3million above new minimum
contingency set for 2020/21 in the current Medium Term Financial Plan. The
Council expects to contribute a net £35,950 to general contingency reserves
over the next four years 2020/21 – 2023/24. This is however subject to review
in the light of the pressures being felt by the Council in the current Covid-19
situation.
Carry Forward Request:2.12

The following requests for carry forward have been received:


Horticulture (£13,750): carry forward of unspent budget in respect of the
playground works to be completed in 2020/21

3.

Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme

3.1.

This section of the report considers the financial performance of the
Council’s Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme in 2019/20.

3.2.

The Council’s Medium-Term Financial Plan (approved in February 2019)
included the four-year (2017/18 – 2020/21) Efficiency and Rationalisation
Strategy targeting savings of £3.14 million.

3.3.

The Strategy has five main areas of focus:






3.4.

Major Procurements – including waste collection and leisure
Asset Management Plan
Growth
Income Generation
Rationalisation

The savings requirement for 2019/20 totals £842,000 (after taking into
account the budget set in February 2019 and the adjustment made
following the outturn in 2018/19) The major focus of the savings programme
in 2019/20 was on growth, income generation and major procurements.

7
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3.5.

At the end of Quarter Four, £1,025,000 has been realised against the
overall Efficiency Programme, which includes significant savings arising out
of the procurement of a new leisure management contract. The saving from
this procurement was realised 12 months earlier than anticipated in the
original Efficiency Programme (where it was expected to be realised in
2020/21). Significant savings have also arisen out of the retendering of the
Councils’ contract for insurance services. Further savings have been
achieved against the on-going Alliance Environmental Services (AES)
project as well as the Council’s establishment and corporate inflation
budgets.

3.6.

At the end of 2019/20 the programme is nominally £183,000 ahead of
schedule. However, the current situation, regarding the on-going effect of
the Covid-19 pandemic, places into doubt some of the savings taken out of
the budget during the year; particularly those relating to the Leisure
Services contract. A review of the Efficiency Programme will be
incorporated into the planned revision of the 2020/21 Medium Term
Financial Plan. This may well require the reversal of some savings already
taken, at least in the short term, and require alternative savings to be
identified to make up any shortfall.

3.7.

2019/20 represented the end of year 3 of the current Efficiency Programme
with over £1 million still to be achieved over the remaining two years. Over
half of this amount has been already identified through the commissioning
arrangements with Alliance Environmental Services (AES) and remains
relatively secure. However, it is important that the focus over the next year
is shifted to some of the income-related savings, included in the early years
of the Efficiency Programme, which have not been fully realised.

3.8.

The Council carries a longstanding reserve earmarked to support the
Efficiency Strategy, which could potentially be drawn on, in the short term,
to offset timing delays in achieving the efficiency programme. The reserve
currently stands at £493,000. It has not been necessary to draw on this
reserve in previous years so it remains intact to underwrite performance
against future savings targets.

4.

Alliance Environmental Services

4.1.

Alliance Environmental Services Ltd (AES) is a company created with a
vision to deliver waste, street cleansing and grounds maintenance services
in the High Peak and Staffordshire Moorlands areas. The company has
three shareholders: High Peak Borough Council, Staffordshire Moorlands
District Council and Ansa, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cheshire
East Council. This section of the report considers the financial performance
of the company and contribution to the Council’s Efficiency and
Rationalisation Programme in 2019/20.

4.2.

Phase 1 of the transfer of services commenced on 7th August 2017 to
deliver High Peak Borough Council Waste services. This followed the end
of the previous contract with Veolia Environmental Services. Phase 2
began on 1st July 2018 to deliver waste services to Staffordshire Moorlands
District Council and fleet management services to the Alliance as a whole.
8
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Alliance Environmental Service Ltd Financial performance
4.3.

The AES business plan for all services delivered to both Councils included
an anticipated operating profit of £125,271. The draft outturn provided at
31st March 2020 shows that a profit of £31,537 was achieved during the
year; showing a shortfall of £93,734 against the budget. The outturn
includes both the crystallised risk items payable by the Councils
(£509,752); the reimbursement of the financing element of Vehicles
following procurement of Council owned vehicles (£53,077); and additional
costs incurrent as a result of the Covid-19 outbreak (£31,594).
2019-20

Budget

Turnover
Cost of sales
Gross profit

Variance

£
(7,676,264)
6,873,072
(803,192)

£
(8,019,644)
7,098,047
(921,597)

£
(343,380)
224,975
(118,405)

677,921

890,060

212,139

(125,271)

(31,537)

93,734

Administrative & Other
Expenses
(Profit)/ Loss

Draft outturn

Impact on the Council’s budgets
4.4.

This table shows in more detail the outturn on the AES contract included in
the General Fund Revenue Account:
2019-20

£

AES Contract budget
Former vehicle contract hire budget
Available budget

3,275,520
231,380
3,506,900

Management fee
In-year risk items
Covid-19 costs
Total management fee payable
Allocation of Joint Operation profit
Net total

3,316,443
325,763
18,967
3,661,173
(1,282)
3,659,891

Variance to budget
4.5.

152,991

In addition to the service budgets for the management fee (contract budget),
it has been recognised that savings on former contract hire vehicle budgets
have been achieved as a direct result of the change in vehicle provision upon
cessation of the SFS contract (the Council’s former provider of contract hire
vehicles). Therefore, savings of £231,380 have been utilised to support the
crystallised waste vehicle and other fleet risk items.
9
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4.6.

The AES Business Plan includes forecast expenditure recognised initially as
‘risk items’ which may or may not crystallise into actual costs/ payments or
may be absorbed into the existing management fee paid on account. The
draft outturn shows that £325,763 of these risk items have crystallised.
£247,652 of these risk items relates to the cost of short-term hire of waste
vehicles and other fleet costs including grounds maintenance equipment
which falls under the ‘Fleet’ group. The remaining £78,111 relates to contract
pressures due to increasing costs of disposal and reducing income on
recyclate. The company continues to work towards negotiation on prices in
the future.

4.7.

Additional costs of £18,967 were incurred by the company as a result of the
Covid-19 outbreak. These are included in the draft outturn and include
provision of cleaning products, PPE and additional agency costs.

4.8.

Under accounting standards, AES’s financial performance is incorporated in
to the Councils’ single entity statements as a ‘Joint Operation’ as opposed to
separate group accounts being reported. The profit is therefore apportioned
between the two Councils and the respective services in line with the input of
original budgeted resources from each department. After applying
adjustments relating to late changes to the 2018/19 AES accounts following
the audit, the Council’s share of the draft outturn for 2019/20 is £1,282 and is
offset against the management fee costs.
Efficiencies

4.9.

The AES related efficiency targets are being reprofiled as part of the
Council’s medium term financial planning process owing to the later than
anticipated start of Phase 3 of the company. The revised efficiency
programme will be reported when it has been concluded.
Pensions

4.10. During the year AES became an admitted body in the Staffordshire Pension
Fund (SPF). This involved ‘pooling’ the staff transferred to AES, with the
remaining Council employees in the Staffordshire Moorlands portion of the
SPF. This effectively removed pension risk from the company, whilst at the
same time offering greater budget certainty and putting the Council in the
same risk position that it would have been if services had continued to be
delivered in-house. The recent transfer of further staff at phase 3 has also
been built into the agreement.
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5.

Capital Programme

5.1.

This section of the report provides an update to members on the Council’s
Capital Programme.

5.2.

The revised General Fund Capital Programme for 2019/20, as updated and
approved in February, was set at £3,307,570

5.3.

The 2019/20 provisional outturn at March 2020 is summarised in the table
below, with further detail provided at Annex A.
General Fund Capital Outturn 2019/2020

Service

Housing Standards
Property Services
ICT
Fleet Management
Regeneration
Horticulture
Total
Funding:External Contributions
Capital Reserves
Borrowing
Total

5.4.

2019/20
Approved
Budget
£
1,211,000
596,870
138,000
1,285,100
53,980
22,620
3,307,570

Out- Turn
2019/20

Variance

£
670,676
587,592
90,453
1,271,320
57,130
22,616
2,699,787

£
(540,324)
(9,278)
(47,547)
(13,780)
3,150
(4)
(607,783)

1,211,000

670,676

(540,324)

1,285,100
811,470
3,307,570

1,384,389
644,722
2,699,787

99,289
(166,748)
(607,783)

The Council incurred Capital Expenditure of £2,699,787 during the year
against the revised budget of £3,307,570. This represents an underspend of
£607,783. The majority of the underspend reflects the impact of Capital
Programme projects which are either behind schedule or have progressed
quicker than expected with the most significant variance being:

Environmental Health Housing Standards (£540,324 underspend) underspend resulted from less spending in the year than forecast
against disabled facilities grants, the actual value of grants processed
was £540,324 below estimated at Quarter 3, although there was
£238,598 of grant works carried out but not completed by the end of
March. At this stage the underspend will not be carried forward but
ring–fenced and the 2020/21 budget reviewed to reflect the impact of
Covid-19 on the delivery of the grants programme


ICT (£47,547 underspend) - delays to the implementation of Microsoft
Office365 and Concerto Asset Management System has resulted in a
carry forward into 2020/21 of (£48,156 underspend) to cover final stage
payments.
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5.5.

Consequently, capital funding applied to the 2019/20 Capital Programme is
lower than forecast, reflecting the incidence of timing of capital spend.

5.6.

As a result of the variances detailed above, approval is sought to increase
the capital budgets for 2020/21 as shown in the table below:Capital Programme 'Carry Forwards' (2019/20 to 2020/21)
Service

Housing
Property Services
ICT
Fleet Management
Regeneration
Horticulture
Total

Carry Forward
2020/21 Over/(Under)
Spend

Variance

£
(540,324)
(9,278)
(47,547)
(13,780)
3,150
(4)
(607,783)

£
(540,324)
2,268
(48,156)
(13,780)
3,150
(596,842)

Over/ (Under)spend
Completed Projects

£
(11,546)
609
(4)
(10,941)

6.

Treasury Management

6.1.

This section of the report sets out the key treasury management statistics in
relation to the Council’s investments and borrowings. This report comprises a
high level treasury management summary. The Audit and Accounts
Committee receives detailed operational updates on treasury management.
Investments

6.2.

Cash Investments held on the 31st March 2020 totalled £9.7million. Interest
earned on these investments during the year totalled £90,950 and the
average level of funds available for investment was £11.9million.

6.3.

The Council budgeted to receive £117,580 in investment income in 2019/20.
The budget was set with the potential for two Bank of England base rate
rises to 1.00% then 1.25% during 2019/20. These did not take place and the
base rate remained at 0.75% for the majority of the year with cuts to 0.25%
and 0.10% in March 2020, therefore there was a shortfall on interest income
of £26,630.
Ascent Joint Venture

6.4.

Ascent (the joint venture company set up to deliver affordable housing
across the District) had drawn the full £5million Debenture facility by the end
of 2014/15. Interest is charged at 2%, and the full budgeted interest income
for the year of £100,000 was achieved.
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6.5.

The balance on the £20million loan facility to Ascent remained at £14million.
There have been no further drawdowns of the loan since the 2015/16 year.
An average interest rate of £3.52% was charged on the loan during the year
including a 1.25% risk premium. £493,000 interest was earned which was
£8,730 in excess of the budgeted income owing to slightly higher interest
rates on the rolling 1 year tranches than was anticipated in the budget of
£484,270.
Borrowing

6.6.

Total debt outstanding as at 31st March 2020 totalled £10million; this part
funds the Ascent Loan. Loans maturing in the year of £8.5million were
refinanced with £7.5million of new loans with periods up to 1 year.

6.7.

The Council budgeted to incur £294,400 in interest charges in 2019/20. This
was based on externally funding the full existing Ascent loan balance of
£14million and a £2.8million general fund borrowing requirement in the
current year capital programme. Some internal borrowing for the Ascent loan
and the General Fund capital borrowing requirement continued, therefore a
saving of £91,010 has been achieved against the budget.

7.

Revenue Collection

7.1.

This section of the report details progress to date in collecting the Council
Tax, Business Rates and Sundry Debt.

7.2.

The Q4 collection rate outturn for the year 2019/20 was as follows:

7.3.



Council Tax – 98.55% of Council Tax was collected by 31st March 2020,
compared to 98.66% for the same period last year.



Business Rates – 99.30% of Business Rates was collected by 31st March
2020, compared with 99.13% for the same period last year.

At the end of Quarter Four the value of sundry debt that was over 60 days
old was £70,729 which compares with £70,434 at 31st March 2019.
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ANNEX A
Capital Programme Update 31st March 2020

Capital Programme Update 201920 out turn

Capital Schemes

2019/20
Approved
Budget

Out- Turn
2019/20

£

£

Variance

C/fwd to
2020/21

Over/(Under
spend)
Completed
Projects

£

£

£

Housing Standards

1,211,000
1,211,000

670,676
670,676

(540,324)
(540,324)

(540,324)
(540,324)

-

Total ICT

596,870
596,870
138,000
138,000

587,592
587,592
90,453
90,453

(9,278)
(9,278)
(47,547)
(47,547)

2,268
2,268
(48,156)
(48,156)

(11,546)
(11,546)
609
609

Vehicle & Plant Purchase
Total Other Schemes

1,285,100
1,285,100

1,271,320
1,271,320

(13,780)
(13,780)

(13,780)
(13,780)

-

53,980
53,980

57,130
57,130

3,150
3,150

3,150
3,150

-

Total Horticulture

22,620
22,620

22,616
22,616

(4)
(4)

-

(4)
(4)

Total Programme

3,307,570

2,699,787

(607,783)

(596,842)

(10,941)

Disabled Facilities Grants
Total Environmental Health
Property Services
Asset Management Plan
Total Property
ICT
Other Schemes

Regeneration
Moorlands Partnership Grants
Total Regeneration
Horticulture
Play - Projects
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APPENDIX B

2019/20
Fourth Quarter
Procurement
Review
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1.

Introduction

1.1 A key element of the financial savings included in the Council’s Efficiency &
Rationalisation Strategy is being met from Procurement activity which was agreed
by Councillors in April 2017.
1.2 The current Procurement Strategy was developed to ensure that its objectives link
closely with the Council’s overall strategic vision and aims and objectives. The key
actions in in the strategy include:
Delivery of cashable efficiency savings to support the Efficiency &
Rationalisation Strategy by tendering, retendering and renegotiating of
contracts.

Development and embedding a professional procurement unit of excellence
to deliver on going efficiency savings for the Councils

Revising Procurement Procedure Rules to support transparency, timeliness
of contract award and greater control – these have now been updated

Expanding the usage of electronic procurement systems for works as
appropriate

Increasing the levels of spend covered by the contract

Implementation of e-tendering

Supporting the local economy by increasing the number of procurement
opportunities advertised and adoption of a local business concordat
1.4 The Procurement Strategy is now due for updating and is scheduled for
presentation during 2020.
2.

Fourth Quarter Completed Procurements

2.1 The activity supported by the procurement function during the fourth quarter
January – March 2020 is summarised below:
Fourth Quarter

High Value
(> £181,000)

SMDC Only
JOINT (SM/HP)
TOTAL

-

Low Value
(< £181,000)
7
4*
11

Total
7
4
11

2.2 Annex A provides details of the 11 procurement exercises reviewed and completed
during Quarter 4. It should be noted that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a
number of larger contract award decisions that were scheduled, were not made
during the last quarter – these contracts were deferred to 2020/21 and will be
reported in the first quarter report for 2020/21.
*Joint exercises detailed are reviews on renewals for existing contracts which are not required to
be procured in 2019/20.

2.3 No direct cashable savings have been made as a result of specific procurement
activity during Quarter 4. However, the outcome from planned procurement activity
has given rise to savings in the Councils corporate inflation budget, which has
contributed to the requirements of the efficiency programme.
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3.

2020/21 Procurement Forward Plan

3.1 The table below details the number of exercises which fall into either low or high
value (profiled over full contract term) scheduled for completion or starting in
2020/21.
2019/20

High Value

Low Value

Activity
SMDC
JOINT (SM/HP)
TOTAL

(> £181,000k)
4
4
8

(< £181,000k)
28
20
48

Total
32
24
56

In addition to the above, there are 142 listed entries brought forward from previous
years (for review and completion for both HPBC and SMDC combined).
3.2 Some of the more significant ‘high level’ procurement activity that is scheduled for
delivery in 2020/21 includes:




4.

IT Operational Support Contract
Brough Park Outdoor Play and recreation Project
Fleet replacements – AES
Facilities Management Contract
Car Parks – P&D upgrades

Procurement Performance

4.1 This section reports on the Council performance in terms of procurement activity
and the payment of suppliers.
4.2 Performance for the fourth quarter is highlighted below:Performance Indicator
% of Alliance Procurement
Activity on Forward Plan
Annual contract spend as %
of gross expenditure budget
% Of invoices paid within 30
days

Target

Performance at
31st March 2019

72%

67%

89%

84%

96%

97%

4.3 Performance Indicators – targets not achieved
% of Alliance Procurement Activity on Forward Plan
Throughout 2019/20 as part of the business support strategy we worked closely
with services to establish planned and recurring procurement data to inform the
Council’s Procurement Forward Plan. This strategy has proved successful in
improving compliance and maintaining a clear programme of reviews and
communications across both Authorities.
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However there will always be reactive procurement needs that cannot be
established in advance of the event and this has impacted overall to the
performance target being successfully achieved for 2019/20. Continuation of the
current service support approach will be delivered during 2020/21 but we will look to
schedule increased review sessions with higher demand service areas to work to
improve the performance even further.
Annual contract spend as % of gross expenditure budget
During the final quarter of 2019/20 Procurement continued to deliver and support
exercises against the forward plan of activity to achieve higher proportion of
contracted supplies, services and work arrangements with economic operators.
The contracts awarded in Q4 due to commence in 2020/21 will be captured as on
contract spend when they are operational.
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ANNEX A
Fourth Quarter Procurement Activity Completed - SMDC
Contract name

Brief contract
description

Recurring
or One Off

Service Area

Procedure

Award
Detail

Term /
Duration
(years)

Total
Contract
Value (inc
exts)

n/a

113,000

5

59,306

6-8
wks

11,260

Brough Park
Leisure Centre
Structural
Works

Structural Repair
works to Leisure
Centre

One Off

Assets

Contracted
via
Parkwood
Leisure

Delegated
under
Contract
Parkwood
Leisure

Webcasting
Hosting and
Software –
Committee
Meetings

IT support and
hosting for public
committee
meetings

Recurring

Transformation /
Member
Services

Single
Source

Public I

Church Road
Play Area
Improvements

Improvements to
Church Road
Recreation
Ground

One Off

Service
Commissioning

Framework

Wicksteed
Leisure

Water level
Monitoring
Hales Hall
Pool

Monitoring of
water levels at
Hales Hall Pool
reservoir including
quarterly visits
and management
of telemetry and
alarm system

Recurring

Service
Commissioning

Single
Source

WSP ltd

1

3,067

Blythe Vale
Viability
Review

Consultancy
support

Recurring

Development
Control

Single
Source

Keppie
Massey

4 wks

3,500

Repair to
Tracks Wetley
Moor Common

Repair of potholes
on 2km of access
track at Wetley
Moor Common
and access to Car
park

One Off

Service
Commissioning

Request
For Quotes

County
Ground
Services

4- 8 wks

2,640

Biddulph Play
Area Fencing
replacement

Replacement
fencing at
Biddulph
Recreation ground
Play area

One Off

Operational
Services Grounds

Request
For Quotes

County
Ground
Services

N/a

3,800
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Fourth Quarter Procurement Activity Completed – JOINT
Contract name

Brief contract description

Recurring
or One Off

Service Area

Procedure

Award
Detail

Term /
Duration

(years)

Total
Contract
Value

Alliance
Consultancy
Framework –
H&S CDM
Professional
Services

Alliance own established
framework for H&S and
Construction Design
Management Professional
services for Capital
Programme construction
contracts

Recurring

Assets

Not required
for level of
expected
services
needed for
future yrs

Deleted from Procurement forward
Plan
Individual requirements will be
sourced directly from Open RFQ or
National Frameworks

Quantity
Surveying
Services for
HPBC & SMDC

As above for QS
Professional Services

Recurring

Assets

Not required
for level of
expected
services
needed for
future yrs

Deleted from Procurement forward
Plan
Individual requirements will be
sourced directly from Open RFQ or
National Frameworks

Staff Learning
and
Development
Programme For
Alliance
Employees

Overall training provider
arrangement with
University of Derby

Recurring

OD&
Transformation

Not required
for whole
contract
scope

Deleted from Procurement forward
Plan
Individual requirements will be
sourced directly from RFQ process
or available training providers for
professional qualifications on case
by case basis

Supply
Computer
Consumables
for Printing units

Supply of printer toners for
individual machines

Recurring

Customer
Services

Not required –
low value
Reduced
requirements
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Deleted from Procurement forward
Plan
Print rationalisation project reduced
requirements for purchase of printing
sundries
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Staffs Moorlands Performance & Customer Feedback Report: 2019/20 (Q4 Outturn)

Staffordshire Moorlands Q4 Summary
The following report provides Councillors with an overview of performance at Staffs Moorlands for the period April 2019 to March 2020 in
relation to the Council’s corporate plan priorities and the associated performance targets and projects. The report also provides an overview of
the results from the Council’s customer feedback system in terms of how we handle and learn from complaints and the level of comments and
compliments.
Performance Overview
There are 104 ‘monthly’, ‘quarterly’, and ‘annual only’ reported performance measures at Staffs Moorlands (nine fewer than last year). The
chart below shows the results for 2019/20, which are 12% lower than last year with 67% of all targets having been met. The actions being
taken to address the ‘off track’ measures are detailed at the end of this report.
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The report also provides an update on the progress of key projects that contribute to the priority actions outlined in the 2019-2023 Corporate
Plan. The table below right explains the colour coding used to describe the current status of these projects / actions.

100%

100%

80%

80%

67%

60%

60%
40%

6%

0%
Target Met

Off Track

In danger of going off Track
On Track
43%
34%

40%

27%

20%

Off Track

N/A

23%

20%

Not yet started / Decision
awaited
Complete / Closed

0%
Better

Weaker

No Change

Customer Feedback Overview
There has been a 35% reduction in complaints during 2019/20 compared to last year and both repeat complaints and performance in handing
complaints in 10 days met their targets. Further information about lessons learned is included in the report.

Aim 1: Help create a safer and healthier environment for our communities to live and work
SM Aim 1: March Results 2019/20
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

SM Aim 1: March Trends 2019/20
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
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20%
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0%

Target Met

Off Track

Better

Weaker

No Change
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Year end performance across Aim One metrics is relatively strong; with two-thirds of all targets met and a significant improvement on last
year’s results. At Staffs Moorlands the three ‘off track’ measures have continued from February – benefits change of circs processing, external
sports funding bids, and the use of temporary accommodation.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of 2019-2020 the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:
 housing register wait times
 processing benefit new claims
 homelessness prevention

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Continuing Priority Actions
Develop a strategy for further
development of affordable and specialist
housing
Complete the review of the CCTV system
and implement the agreed
recommendations
Develop and implement an indoor leisure
facilities improvement plan focused on
improving the health and well- being of
residents

Status Commentary – March
Continuing to review the options for the future of Ascent.

The CCTV is installed and working.
The draft specification for the consultancy work has now been shared with key partners. A
meeting is to be arranged to ensure the draft specification meets our wider aspirations and
delivers the level of information required to enable the project to progress.
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NEW: Develop and implement an
outdoor leisure facilities improvement
plan focused around the 'sports village'
concept

The draft specification for the consultancy work has now been shared with key partners. A
meeting is to be arranged to ensure the draft specification meets our wider aspirations and
delivers the level of information required to enable the project to progress.

NEW: Review the Sport and Physical
Activity Strategy in order to integrate
communities and sports clubs into the
delivery of its objectives

This work will be conducted during 2020-21. Update reports on progress to date have been
drafted for the Service Delivery O & S Committee at SMDC.

New Priority / Influencing Actions – The following actions are new to the 2019-2023 Corporate Plans. The project
delivery mechanism for each is being set up through the Transformation Board and updates will begin as each project
launches.
 Develop a Private Sector Housing Strategy to improve conditions for private renters
 Refresh the Council’s Communication Strategy in order to ensure that there is a more effective dialogue with residents
 Review the Council's community safety arrangements in order to maintain strong partnerships with community groups
 Combating illegal money lenders such as loan sharks
 Reducing crime, the fear of crime and ASB

Managing our strategic risks
The Council has identified, assessed and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim One:





Meeting the increased and changing demands on council services caused by demographic changes in the local population (including an
aging population)
The ability to effectively engage with our communities
Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults (meeting the legal duty)
Influencing strategic relationships at county and regional level in support of local area objectives
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Aim 2: Meet financial challenges and provide value for money

SM Aim 2 : March Trends
2019/20

SM Aim 2 : March Results 2019/20
100%
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70%
60%
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30%
20%
10%
0%

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Target Met

Off Track

N/A

Better

Weaker

No Change
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Aim two shows a decrease in the % of metrics meeting their target compared to last year. Staffs Moorlands has six off track measures,
including sundry debt reduction, which didn’t meet its ambitious reduction target but is still a relatively low figure overall.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of 2019-2020 the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:









invoice processing
facebook and twitter followers
low workplace accidents
nndr and ctax collection rates
sickness absence
complaint handling and repeat issues
internal audit recommendations implemented
IT systems and network availability

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Continue to embed good
information management practices
through the ASSURED framework

Develop and implement a plan to
identify new and innovative ways of
generating income
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NEW: Joint- Implement the
Council’s Efficiency and
Rationalisation Programme (This will
focus on a number of projects
including procurement, income
generation, trading, advertising and
sponsorship, etc.)
NEW: Develop a new procurement
strategy with a focus on spending
money locally
Refresh and implement the Asset
Management Plan, including a
review of public estate, and ensure
adequate facilities management
arrangements are in place

Status Commentary – March
The GDPR action plan, including audit actions is on track. Progress is monitored through the
Information Governance Group.
The online GDPR training package has been rolled out across the organisation, further indepth training will be arranged for relevant staff.
Information Asset Registers have been reviewed and a programme of challenge sessions
commenced in October where managers are invited to attend Information Governance
Group to review their registers. Work is ongoing with contractors and suppliers to ensure
adequate GDPR clauses are in place.
New fees and charges have been developed for 2020-21 following AES undertaking a
wholescale review of their costs.
Car park charges: focus required, a review will be taken during the year and this will be
added to the programme. Car park investments work to be included.
Advertising/Sponsorship - Actions and outcomes are now in place to enable the project to
progress. The Advertising and Sponsorship Policy has been agreed and will be produced,
Community Partners Ltd report to be presented to the project group and a meeting
arranged.
Affordable Housing - Continuing to review options for the future of Ascent.
Empty Homes-The empty property strategy update report has been released
The current Efficiency & Rationalisation programme has been reviewed and re-profiled as
part of the Budget Setting Process. This may now need to be reviewed in light of COVID-19
and the financial impact that will have on the Alliance.

An Information Digest report is to be released in June 2020 which invites comment from
Members which will then feed into the formal Procurement Strategy to be released later in
the year.
Facilities Management: An agreement to extend has been made with DCC for the financial
year 20-21. The Asset Management Plan is pending the implementation of the new Asset
Management system which is ongoing.

Priority Actions
NEW: Develop an Access to Services
Strategy to ensure that Council
services are accessible to all

Status Commentary – March
The channel shift project will evolve into the Access to Services Strategy going forward. This
will have a close link to the ICT strategy/digital transformation programme. Following on
from the adoption of both corporate plans, we will now work to develop a new Access to
Services Strategy and ICT Strategy to enhance and support the delivery of services will pick
up pace. The next step is the review and realignment of all relevant projects which relate to
digitisation of services, with the objectives to streamline internal processes, improve
efficiencies and enhance our provision of self-serve options, and review new technology
that best fits.

New Priority Actions - The following actions are new to the 2019-2023 Corporate Plans. The project delivery
mechanism for each is being set up through the Transformation Board and updates will begin as each project launches.
 Develop a new Organisational Development Strategy to ensure that our workforce is developed effectively
 Develop a new ICT strategy to enhance and support the delivery of services
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Managing our strategic risks
The Council has identified, assessed and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Two:









Delivery of MTFP through the Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy
Staff resources and retention
Effective contract management
Effective Information Governance arrangements (breach of data protection regulations)
Maintenance of Council's portfolio of public buildings assets
Investment into council assets and long term planning
Financial and Legislative impacts from world events e.g. Brexit
Cyber risk and IT Security

Aim 3: Help create a strong economy by supporting further regeneration of towns and
villages

SM Aim 3: March Results 2019/20

SM Aim 3 : March Trends 2019/20
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The Council’s performance profile under Aim Three is unchanged from 2018/19, with strong performance reported. Whilst planning processing
targets have been met; agent satisfaction and planning enforcement resolution times are below target.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of 2019-2020 the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:





major, minor and other planning applications processed on time
empty town centre shops
priority 1 enforcement cases
major and minor developments allowed on appeal

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Continuing Priority Actions
Develop and implement plans to extend the
public market operations

Support the development of Cornhill and
improved rail links
Support the development of the former
Churnet Works site in Leek
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Adopt a new Local Plan

NEW: Implement the Council’s growth
strategy to bring about the regeneration of
towns and rural communities

Status Commentary – March
Letters have been issued to traders announcing the changes to Leek Market practices.
The market programme has been prepared and costed and budget uplift will be
required. Reports and costings are being prepared for the Market Hall refurbishment.
No responses have been received for the City B services issued Oct 19, we need to
review the options for the provision of stalls; two meetings have been scheduled for
February.
Casey Group preparing business case to support application to Homes England. A
meeting took place at the end of September. An application to HE small sites fund has
been prepared- no update at present. Awaiting on Homes England.
New industrial units: Sainsbury’s site (Churnet Works). There are discussions with the
developer regarding the freehold price and the timescale has slipped due to the ongoing negotiations. The planning application will not be submitted by the developer
until the price has been agreed. If the price can be agreed within budget tolerance for
capital purchase, formal decision to approve purchase will be required. Revised offer
received and being considered. No further action at the present time
The consultation on modifications to the local plan closed at the end of October. The
inspector determined that further hearings were necessary, which took place in
February. No further hearing sessions are required, looking for adoption after the
election in May (now delayed -election postponed due to COVID 19)
2 out of 3 accelerating business growth/ employment projects are on track

Influencing Actions
NEW: Support the Churnet Valley Railway
with their plans to bring trains back to Leek

Heritage Rail Link: EAFRD EOI for tourism infrastructure was successful and invited to full
application. Planning permission has been granted for the track-bed. Heads of Terms and
Agreement to lease for transfer of SMDC land to Churnet Valley Railway (CVR) is agreed.
An initial construction phase was identified which was not dependant on legal transfer or
outcome of engineering tenders. A funding application to Moorlands Partnership Board was
made to support this work with match funding from CVR. This application was approved, and
work has already commenced on this phase.
NB: Update March - The European Agriculture Fund for Rural Development (EARDF) has
awarded £1,427,906.83 to the CVR for the Heritage Railway Infrastructure project to ‘Re-connect
Leek’ to the rail network.

New Priority / Influencing Actions – The following actions are new to the 2019-2023 Corporate Plans. The project
delivery mechanism for each is being set up through the Transformation Board and updates will begin as each project
launches.
 Develop a master plan for bringing redundant mills back into use
 Develop a Tourism Strategy to maximise the positive impact to our communities

 Expand the Growth Deal Partnership to provide inward investment
 Provide bus services which connect our villages with our three market towns for services, shopping and leisure.
 Improve access and traffic flows to our town centre
Managing our strategic risks
The Council has identified, assessed and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Three:
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External funding for growth / regeneration schemes

Aim 4: Protect and Improve the Environment
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SM Aim 4: March Results 2019/20

SM Aim 4 : March Trends 2019/20
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Target Met

Off Track

Better

Weaker

No Change

The Council’s performance profile under Aim Four is significantly lower than last year but based on a small number of measures. Of the five ‘off
track’ measures recorded; two are estimated due to unavailable date from external sources (waste kg and recycling), and two have been
impacted by the national lockdown (access to premises for environmental health inspections and planned community clean ups for March). Fly
tipping also remains off track but was well above the target for the year prior to the closure of the local recycling centres.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of 2019-2020 the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:
 missed bins
 street cleanliness standards
 paper consumption

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Successfully deliver Phase 3 of the
transfer of services to Alliance
Environmental Services Ltd, our new
joint venture company, to deliver
waste, streets and ground
maintenance services on behalf of the
Council in order to achieve improved
performance and value for money
outcomes.
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Identify and implement an approach
to reduce the cost of country parks

Develop a plan to improve Brough
Park and John Hall Gardens
NEW: Review the Council's waste and
recycling arrangements to increase
recycling and to respond to the
emerging national strategy

Status Commentary – March
COMPLETED
Phase 3 (streets and ground maintenance) transfer completed 1st April 2020.
Grounds & Streets current IT systems & internal processes will remain unchanged; there is
huge potential for improvements as most are manual & paper-based. A separate business
case is required to evaluate the Collective modules Vs investment of internal resource to
develop digitised solutions using IEG4 software we already have (Open Process & Form
building software) and will be included in the wider Digital Transformation Programme.
These products have been enhanced over the last 12 months to include mapping
interfaces & geolocations, so could potentially be developed in-house (e.g. complete endto-end digitised & automated process of fly tipping reports from customers to teams on
the ground)
Head of Service Commissioning and SWT met with SOTCC on the 10th February to discuss
the project. They confirmed their commitment to the project and advised that they could
progress the report to gain approval to transfer the freehold this Spring/Summer 2020.
This would be on the proviso that SMDC accept the sites “liabilities” as they remain as they
have no capacity to deal with any tenancy issues including debt. Finance will provide
summary of arrears information for lease holders.
Brough Park: Cabinet gave approval for the project and we are now drafting the Stage 3
project documents. Consultation works and signage are to be looked into and wild areas
are to be reviewed.
Implementation of Collective for Waste & Recycling: implementation is underway, project
team consisting of ANSA, AES, Northgate & Council people are meeting regularly to review
the data ready for migration, and the automation of processes within Collective that will
bring efficiencies internally at AES. A test extract has been completed and should be in by
the end of Jan.
We are also working with IEG4 to design the intuitive web forms, which will have the
capability to display the live data back to residents on the web. Once we have the test
data in, we can start testing the online calendar solution which shows colour coded
collection dates. Both of these elements are crucial to this project to ensure the significant
savings and benefits identified in the business case are realised - details of potential
savings shared with project team.

NEW: Review the Environmental
Enforcement Policy in order to take
steps to further reduce HP: dog
fouling and littering SM:
environmental crime
NEW: Develop a new Parking Strategy
to ensure that our car parks meet the
needs of residents and visitors

An Environmental Reporting App was looked at as part of the CGI review. This is to be
included in the new Digital Programme going forward, work to be prioritized.

The P&D machines investment report has been determined. This is on hold until the
strategy is reviewed. Resurfacing and re-lining projects have been undertaken in various
car parks. Car Parking Strategy report not in use until 2021.

Influencing Actions
NEW: Provide waste and recycling
centres across the district
NEW: The provision of accessible on
street parking

SMDC are part of the wider Staffordshire Waste partnership which has regularly meetings both at
Officer and member level. This ensures we can influence any decisions being taken at a county level in
regards to provision of such centres by SCC
Staffordshire parking board has ceased to meet during the current COVID-19 Crisis. Last attendance
was at the last board, December 2019.

New Priority / Influencing Actions - The following actions are new to the 2019-2023 Corporate Plans. The project
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delivery mechanism for each is being set up through the Transformation Board and updates will begin as each project
launches.
 Develop a climate change strategy and an action plan of response to a declared climate emergency

Managing our strategic risks
The Council has identified, assessed and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Four:


Meeting the environmental regulatory framework (e.g. air quality and waste regs)

 Energy supply (inc fuel)
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Areas for Improvement: 2019/2020 Outturn
Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

Housing Benefits
Processing: Time taken to
process changes of
circumstance

Aim 1: Increased supply of
good quality affordable
homes

Head of Housing and
Benefits

Number of Households in
temporary accommodation

7 days

2019/20
Year End
Result
8.97 days

10

14

Three of these cases are Covid19 related. The use
of temporary accommodation supports the high
performance in relation to preventing full duty
homeless cases.

Target
2019/20

Service Manager Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
We have been faced with a large amount of
changes to process. This, along with a recent
increase in applications received, has resulted in
the target not being met.
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Level of external funding
awarded to support the
physical activity and sport
strategy

Aim 1: Provision of sports
facilities and leisure
opportunities focused
upon improving health

Head of Service
Commissioning

33% success
rate.
Minimum
£60k

£2500

We have been focussing on supporting 2
significant projects: Leek Town FC and Ball Haye FC
but these are long term projects and we are not
due to complete funding applications until 20/21.

Use of Contracts Register:
annual contract spend as %
of gross expenditure budget

Aim 2: Effective use of
financial and other
resources to ensure value
for money

Head of Finance

2%
improvement
to 18/19

84% (Q3
2019-20)

During the final quarter of 2019/20 Procurement
continued to deliver procurement exercises
against the procurement forward plan to achieve
higher proportion of contracted supply, service
and works arrangements. The contracts awarded
in quarter four will result in higher % of contracted
spend for 2020/21 when they are operational.

Head of Finance

5% reduction

£70,729.41

As the sundry debt figure is relatively low, it is
difficult to achieve the 5% reduction year on year.
However, there is an invoice awaiting write off,
had this been processed before year end the
target would have been achieved.

Collection rates: Sundry
Debt (value of SD over 60
days)

Target
2019/20

2019/20
Year End
Result
83.29%
603/724

Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

FOI requests: % responded
to within statutory time
frame

Aim 2: Ensure our services
are easily available to all
our residents in the
appropriate channels and
provided ‘right first time’

Head of Legal and
Elections

95%

Head of OD &
Transformation

4 stars

3 stars

Head of
Development
Services

80%

75%

Website Quality: Socitm
Better Connected
assessment
Agent satisfaction with the
Planning Service
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Aim 3: High quality
development and building
control with an open for
business approach

Service Manager Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Response times for a number of service areas have
been affected by the impact of COVID 19. We are
reviewing this with Managers and will also be
reminding them of their responsibility to meet the
guidelines around FOI response times.
The assessment was undertaken in August 2019.

The negative comments generally relate to
responsiveness and customer service. We have
lost three planning officers to the Planning
Inspectorate this year. The number of planning
applications has remained the same which is
leading to delays in dealing with the
applications. We have agreed a restructure of the
service to increase capacity to deal with the level
of applications but the delay in recruiting new staff
has impacted the level of responsiveness, and
some customers being disappointed with their
experience. The new staff are now in place and will
stabilise the position and enable us to be more
responsive. We will continue to monitor the
backlog during the next few months along with the
levels of customer satisfaction and we may also
need to consider whether there is a more robust
and representative means of measuring customer
satisfaction that we can look at.

Head of
Development
Services

80%

2019/20
Year End
Result
54%

Head of Service
Commissioning

295

359

Target is set from last year's figure - these are the
numbers of cleared fly tips each month, which we
have no control over. The ability to reduce the
figures sits with Community Safety / Enforcement.
There were 35 cleared instances of fly tipping in
March.

Number of community
clean-up campaigns

Head of Service
Commissioning

75

67

A number of community clean up campaigns had
been scheduled to occur in late March as part of
the Great British Spring Clean organised by Keep
Britain Tidy. The event was cancelled and
rescheduled to occur in Autumn as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic.

% of routine permitted
process premises inspected

Head of
Environmental
Health

100%

85%

A number of inspections were due in March;
however the properties could not be accessed due
to lockdown measures.

Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

% of planning enforcement
cases resolved in 13 weeks

Number of fly tipping
incidents collected by the
Council (exc sec 46 waste)
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Aim 4: Provision of highquality public amenities,
clean streets and
environmental health

Service Lead

Target
2019/20

Service Manager Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Enforcement staff have been seconded to assist
with planning applications whilst we have been
restructuring the team. The new structure includes
additional enforcement resource and also will
increase capacity generally to allow enforcement
officers to return to dealing with enforcement
work and to bolster the team with for example
trainee officers. Also the Council has been
awarded £50k of government money to tackle
enforcement issues in the Green belt.

Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

KG's of residual waste per
household.

Aim 4: Effective recycling
and waste management

Head of Service
Commissioning

365kg

2019/20
Year End
Result
393.01kg

Head of Service
Commissioning

57.5%

56.22%

% of household waste sent
for reuse, recycling and
composting
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Joint Alliance Measures

Target
2019/20

Service Manager Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Result for Q4 is estimated as data has not yet been
received from SCC for the full quarter, results from
the same period in 2019 have been used. The
result is subject to change upon receipt of accurate
data.
Result for Q4 is estimated as data has not yet been
received from SCC or our contractor for the full
quarter, results from the same period in 2019 have
been used where data is not yet available. The
result is subject to change upon receipt of accurate
data. Estimated result for year is better than
outturn in 2018-19.

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

Target
2019/20

% of Procurement activity
on forward plan (Joint
Alliance Measure)

Aim 2: Effective use of
financial and other
resources to ensure value
for money

Head of Finance

72%

2019/20
Year End
Result
67.38%

Number of RIDDOR
reportable / Lost Time
(7days) accidents (Joint
Alliance measure)

Aim 2: A high performing
and well motivated
workforce

Corporate Health &
Safety Advisor

0

4
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Measure of Success (PI)

Service Manager Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Throughout 2019/20 as part of the Procurement
business support strategy we worked closely with
Service areas to establish planned and recurring
procurement data to inform the Councils’
Procurement forward plan. This strategy has
proved successful in improving compliance and
maintaining a clear programme of reviews and
communications across both Authorities.
However, there will always be reactive
procurement needs that cannot be established in
advance and this has impacted the overall
performance target being successfully achieved for
2019/20. Continuation of the current service
support approach will be delivered during
2020/21, but we will look to schedule increased
review sessions with higher demand Service areas
to work to improve the performance even further
Having reviewed the accident data for the past 12
months the reduction in accidents overall is
encouraging. Unfortunately, there have been four
lost time accidents which have resulted in our
aspirational target of 0 LTA’s being off track. Our
commitment to reviewing operational risk
assessments and staff training has continued over
the past year, all lost time accidents have been
investigated. Looking at the lost time accidents, all
four were unforeseeable two being down to
operative errors.

For a full list of all performance measures and the Q4 results please visit the Performance Management page on the Intranet or click on this link.
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Agenda Item 9
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
15th July 2020

TITLE:

Financial Planning Process

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Councillor Sybil Ralphs - Council Leader
SMDC

CONTACT OFFICER:

Keith Pointon – Interim Head of Finance

WARDS INVOLVED:

All

1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of the report is to present the proposed financial planning
process in order to review the longer term impact the Coronavirus pandemic
has had on the financial position of the Authority.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

That the Resources Committee note the proposed process.

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

The budget setting and medium term financial planning process provides the
Council with the opportunity to plan its delivery of public services in
accordance with local priorities.

3.2

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) which set out the Council’s finances
over a four-year period, namely 2020/21 to 2023/24 was formally approved in
February 2020.

3.3

This resulted in a small surplus position of £17,840 on the General Fund by
the end of 2023/24, with an overall contribution of £35,950 into reserves over
the 4 year life of the plan.

3.4

However, since the MTFP was approved, the Coronavirus pandemic has had,
and is likely to continue having an adverse impact on the Council’s financial
position. The financial impact is arising from additional expenditure in dealing
with the crisis both externally and organisationally, lost income and savings
targets that may not be met within the same timeframe due to resources being
diverted elsewhere.
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3.5

Current estimations show the financial impact could be up to approximately
£2.3m in 2020/21. Government funding of £1.022million has been awarded to
date and a further package of funding was announced on 2nd July – with
further details of this to be released shortly. In addition, the Council’s reserves
position allows for some drawdown during 2020/21.

3.6

Whilst the Council appears to be in a position to offset the majority of the
impact of COVID-19 on the 2020/21 budget via Government funding and use
of reserves, there is concern about the longer-term financial impact this will
have on the delivery of corporate plan objectives.

3.7

Traditionally the Council would commence the process for the review of the
MTFP in November each year in preparation for the development of budget
proposals in time for approval in February the following year. However given
the significant change in circumstances, it is proposed to bring forward the
consideration of the MTFP to commence in July 2020.

3.8

A summary version of the updated MTFP – focusing on specific significant
areas of change, will then be presented to Members once the exercise has
been completed.

4.

How this report links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the
effective management of financial resources, which is the subject of this
report.

5.

Alternative Options

5.1

There are no options to consider at this stage

6.

Implications
6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None

6.2

Workforce
None

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's
Equality and Diversity policies.
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) has been undertaken on
the Corporate Plan, which feeds into budget plans.
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6.4

Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout
the report.

6.5

Legal
None

6.6

Climate Change
None

6.7

Consultation
The Council’s annual budget plans are the subject of an annual
public consultation exercise.

6.8

Risk Assessment
A full risk analysis has been undertaken which is contained within
the plan
Claire Hazeldene
Acting Executive Director (Finance and Customer Services)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

Medium Term Financial Plan approved by Full Council in
February 2020

Keith Pointon
Interim Head of Finance
keith.pointon@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
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7.

Introduction

7.1

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is a key element of the Council’s
budget and policy frameworks. It aims to ensure that resources are directed
effectively and efficiently towards delivery of the Council’s Corporate Plan. It
describes the financial direction of the Council for planning purposes and
outlines the financial pressures the Council is likely to experience over the
next 4 years.

7.2

The current MTFP was approved by Full Council in February 2020, and the
next scheduled update is due for presentation in November/December 2020.

7.3

However, in light of the coronavirus pandemic, there is concern about the
longer-term financial impact this will have on the delivery of corporate plan
objectives. Therefore to attempt to understand and forecast this and to allow
more time to effectively plan the longer term response, it is proposed that an
early review of the MTFP will commence in July.

8.

Approved Medium Term Financial Plan

8.2

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) which set out the Council’s finances
over a four-year period, namely 2020/21 to 2023/24 was formally approved in
February 2020. A balanced budget for 2020/21 was presented, providing for a
net general fund budget of £9,753,870.

8.2

A new financial year (2023/24) was added to the MTFP and the overall
financial assumptions were updated for the four years. This resulted in a small
surplus position of £17,840 on the General Fund by the end of 2023/24. An
overall contribution of £35,950 into reserves was forecast during the 4 year life
of the plan.

8.3

The MTFP also included an updated General Fund Capital Programme of
£17,704.640 over the period 2019/20 – 2023/24.

8.5

The report did flag the risks around the outcomes of national funding reviews
(i.e. fair funding; business rates retention; and new homes bonus) which may
have a detrimental impact on the future financial position.

8.6

The forecast general fund reserves position over the life of the MTFP is shown
below:Contingency
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
Reserves
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
(£)
Balance at Year End
2,153,280 2,429,290 2,365,840 2,171,390 2,189,230
Minimum Requirement 1,052,000 1,107,000 1,107,000 1,107,000 1,107,000
Headroom
1,101,280 1,322,290 1,258,840 1,064,390 1,082,230
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9.

Coronavirus Pandemic – 2020/21 Impact

9.1

The Coronavirus pandemic has had, and is likely to continue having an
adverse impact on the Council’s financial position. The financial impact is
arising from additional expenditure in dealing with the crisis both externally
and organisationally, lost income and savings targets that may not be met
within the same timeframe due to resources being diverted elsewhere.

9.2

A ‘Finance and Performance Impact of COVID-19’ Report was presented to
Members on 4th June 2020. The report attempted to forecast the impact that
COVID-19 will have on the financial position and performance of the Council in
2020/21.

9.3

In terms of the estimated impact on the 2020/21 financial position, a risk matrix
has been completed which lists those potential financial risks – which have
been rated dependent on current status:Rating

Description

IMPACT EMERGING

Costs already being incurred

IMPACT LIKELY

Costs likely to occur – as yet unidentified

POTENTIAL RISK

Remains a risk – not emerged to date

9.4

Each risk has then been reviewed and an attempt made at forecasting the
financial impact (where possible) - an ‘impact range’ of LOW – MEDIUM HIGH has been applied taking into account length of lockdown and recovery
period

9.5

A summary of the estimated financial impact of COVID-19 on the 2020/21
budget position is shown below:General Fund

9.6

Impact Range based on Timescales
Low

Medium

High

£

£

£

Impact Emerging

416,055

634,253

1,001,190

Impact Likely

340,458

552,492

808,112

Potential Risk

121,168

247,106

503,754

TOTAL

877,681

1,433,851

2,313,056

In terms of funding the financial impact of COVID-19, the Council has received
two allocations of funding from Government - £1,021,594 in total. In addition,
the reserves position allows for some drawdown during 2020/21 before
reaching the ‘minimum contingency level’ as set out in the MTFP. Based on
the ‘high’ impact forecast, this would result in the following anticipated funding
requirement:-
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SMDC
(£)
2,313,056
(1,021,594)
(1,291,462)
-

‘High’ Impact
Government Funding
Reserves drawdown*
Remaining shortfall

*incorporates the 2019/20 outturn position impact on reserves (see separate report on this
agenda)

9.7

On 2nd July 2020, the Secretary of State for the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) announced a further package
of financial support for local government, providing three central pillars of
support:
COVID-19 related expenditure
- A further £500 million non ring-fenced allocation - taking the total support
provided by government to £4.3 billion
- The formula to calculate the individual calculations will reflect the factors
from which the MHCLG data returns correlate most closely with
expenditure. The allocations will also take account of population,
deprivation and the way that service costs vary across the country. Details
on allocations will be announced in due course. On the latest MHCLG
return, SMDC flagged potential additional costs of £1.5m in 2020/21 – of
which we currently have grant funding of £1.022m.
Irrecoverable income loss
- Recognises that Councils have lost a great deal of income from sales,
fees and charges (SFC) since the start of the pandemic.
- Reimbursements of lost income where these losses are more than 5% of
planned income - Government will fund 75p in every pound. The income
scheme will cover transactional income from the delivery of services which
is unavoidably irrecoverable – this will be the net loss. The 5% deductible
will be based on total SFC’s budgets - it is not a line by line analysis. No
forms of commercial income will be covered by this scheme. On the latest
MHCLG return, SMDC flagged potential SFC income losses of £0.8m
(exc. commercial).
Losses in tax revenue
- Tax deficits can be repaid over three years rather than the usual one
- There is uncertainty at this point how much tax loss will materialise, so the
government will agree a fair apportionment of irrecoverable council tax and
business rates losses, between central and local government, for 2020 to
2021.

9.8

The latest funding package will hopefully assist the Council’s financial position
further reducing the requirement on reserves to fund the shortfall.

9.9

The 2020/21 position will be monitored regularly and formally reported to
Members as part of the usual quarterly financial reporting process. Finance
Business Partners will be working with Services on a monthly basis to assess
the 2020/21 position.
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9.10

In terms of any significant changes to the forecast 2020/21 position, we are
currently reviewing: Parkwood’s recovery plan for the Leisure Centres and potential associated
increased costs as part of the monthly ‘cost-plus’ arrangement
 The monthly collection rates for Council Tax and Business Rates to
assess our forecasts on reduced in year collection as well as the potential
impact on the Business Rate tax base
 As high streets and tourist attractions start to reopen, we’ll review our
assumptions on car parking income forecasts
 Additional costs around the Council’s recovery plan – particularly in terms
of reinstating services / reopening buildings
 Recovery rate of other sources of income post lockdown – Trade Waste,
Planning, Land Charges etc.
 Impact of an economic downturn - increased benefit claims, reduced
collection rates, additional spending pressures

10.

Financial Planning Process

10.1

Whilst the Council appears to be in a position to offset the majority of the
impact of COVID-19 on the 2020/21 budget via Government funding and use
of reserves, there is concern about the longer-term financial impact this will
have on the delivery of corporate plan objectives.

10.2

Traditionally the Council would commence the process for the review of the
MTFP in November each year in preparation for the development of budget
proposals in time for approval in February the following year. However given
the significant change in circumstances it is proposed to bring forward the
consideration of the MTFP to commence in July 2020.

10.3

The Finance team will be updating forecasts relating to inflation, interest rates,
pay awards, pensions impact and treasury management implications. As well
as considering the future impact a potential economic recession will have on
Council Tax and Business Rates collection rates.

10.4

In addition, there are a number of actions that will require liaison with wider
service areas:

Consider longer term impact on fees and charges income

Potential reprofiling of Capital Programme forecasts

Understand any additional medium term costs of COVID recovery –
working with recovery plan stream leads:- Reinstating Services
- Economic recovery
- Community recovery

Incorporate any potential financial savings developing from new ways of
working in accordance with recovery plan stream:- Taking advantage of the positive legacy

Review Efficiency plan – remaining savings profile and any potential
reversal of savings already achieved

Impact on major contracts (including AES, Parkwood, DCC etc)

Any other significant financial impact on the current MTFP
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10.5

The forecast reserves position will also need to be reassessed. When setting
the Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan in February 2020, the general
fund contingency reserves balance as at 31st March 2020 was estimated to
total £2,153,280.

10.6

The 2019/20 provisional outturn position shows a £1.32million surplus. The
proposal within the Provision Outturn Report is to set £500,000 of this aside
specifically to fund COVID-19 recovery activities and leave £2.433m in general
fund contingency (£0.280million higher than forecast in the MTFP presented in
February).

10.7

The Council carries reserves as a contingency for situations where risks
cannot be fully mitigated. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003
requires the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) to report on the robustness of the
estimates included in the budget and the adequacy of the reserves that the
budget provides.

10.8

While there is no detailed guidance on calculating the level of general
reserves, the Council is encouraged to take into account the strategic,
operational and financial risks facing the Council. These amounts are then
moderated to acknowledge the likelihood of all risk events occurring together.
When setting the Budget in February, the minimum level of general fund
contingency reserves required was set at £1,107,000

10.9

In additional to utilising the COVID-19 earmarked reserve in offsetting the
impact in the current financial year, the Council could utilise contingency
reserves of approximately £1.3 million, which would leave the contingency
balance just above the minimum required amount of £1.1 million over the life
of the current MTFP.

10.10 However, the current MTFP does not take account of the impact of COVID-19,
which is likely to have implications not just in the current year, but over the
medium-term. Therefore, the MTFP will need to be updated to reflect the
financial risks in order to understand the implications on the reserves position.
10.11 A summary version of the updated MTFP – focusing on those specific
significant areas of change, will then be presented to Members once the
exercise has been completed.
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